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Introduction. Information practices, i.e. collectively adopted information-related activities such as needing, seeking, creating, sharing, valuing, and distributing information, are embedded in the ongoing work routines. In the practice-oriented research reported here, we have used the cultural-historical activity theory to examine information practices of physicians in patient care.

Method. A qualitative, interpretative case study method was applied. Nonparticipant observations of a team of physicians and interviews with fifteen physicians were conducted over a period of four months in a university teaching hospital located in a developing country.

Analysis. The data was analysed with iterative coding technique and the lens of cultural-historical activity theory.

Results. Patient care appears as the central work activity in the hospital and is seen as embedded into a web of other activity systems in the hospital. It was thus found that work activity in patient care was a major influencing factor, and that it determines many of the various information related activities and practices that physicians engage in. Furthermore, it was found that social positioning of the team members influenced how information practices were enacted.

Conclusions. Physicians adopt different roles to enact information in patient care. Applying cultural-historical activity theory to portray workplace information practices
highlights epistemological postulations that are seldom utilized in research on African developing countries.

Introduction

The main purpose for physicians engaged in patient care is curing or relieving patients with ailments. Information practices, i.e. collectively adopted information-related activities (such as needing, seeking, creating, sharing, valuing, and distributing information), are embedded in the ongoing work routines. Information practices form a vital facet of work, although possibly a less discernable part of it. The information practices surface in physicians’ interactions with colleagues and patients. This view, as well as our paper, underscores a practice-oriented approach, where information-related activities are embedded in the context of work (cf. Cox, 2012, 2013). Understanding the role of information in work in this manner requires knowledge of a wide range of work-related activities surrounding and framing the information practices. Our focus thereof is on the work per se, and particularly on physicians’ interactions with each other in carrying out their duties.

For past two decades one key emphasis in the research field of information behaviour has been understanding information seeking in the broader context of work activities and work tasks (e.g., Byström and Lloyd, 2012; Huvila, 2008; Davenport and Cronin, 1998; Byström and Järvelin, 1995). Activity theory suits well to such purposes of information studies (cf. Wilson, 2006) and by now several studies have sought to apply activity theory in research on information-related activities (e.g., Allen, Karanasios and Slavova, 2011; Isah, 2012; Isah and Byström, 2015; Mursu et al., 2007; Nowé, 2007; Widén-Wulff and Davenport, 2007; Spasser, 1999, 2002; Roos, 2012; Davis, 1995). This body of research, as well as the present study, contributes to understanding of information-related activities of a workplace with emphasis on the sociality of these activities.

In this article, we report a part of findings of an empirical case study in patient care by a team of physicians at a university teaching hospital in a developing country (cf. Isah, 2012). As methodological starting point, we assume that information-related activities in patient care are interrelated and inseparable part of work practices of health care professionals. We apply activity theory to identify and analyse the information practices in patient care with emphasis on social positioning of the participating physicians. The article focuses on: 1) to identify the central information-related activities in patient care by a team of physicians, and 2) to determine how social positioning based on expertise/roles modify the purposes of information-related activities to accommodate the non-formal (i.e. embedded but acknowledged) workplace learning dimension. Analytical focus is on the level of actions in terms of activity theory. The rest of the paper consists of literature review, method section followed by empirical findings and conclusions.

Literature review

Professional works within specific environments differ greatly by the organizational structure, social culture, mission and goal (Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain, 1996). According to Leckie (2005), the focus should be on professional work, specifically on how information practices contribute to that work. Wilson and Streatfield (1977), in their early study of local government departments, recognized the importance of the broader work context to understand information-related activities taking place. Reviews on physicians’ information seeking have been undertaken by Haug (1997), Case (2002) and
Gorman (1995). Gorman (1995) arrived in conclusion that information plays a supportive role for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in patient management. Haug’s (1997) review focused on physicians’ preferred sources of information, and he concluded that physicians, besides obtaining information from medical literature, consulted colleagues frequently to get answers to clinical and research questions.

Leckie, Pettigrew and Sylvain (1996) who carried out an extensive literature review covering a number of fields (including information research), aimed to identify common patterns and trends. They deconstructed professional practices into multiple work roles and associated tasks and argued these to be the primary impetus for work-related information practices. In another extensive review of information science research, Case (2012) reviewed more than 50 years of research on information seeking and related topics. From the reviews, Case deduced that researchers need to differentiate between the world of medical practice and research findings, on the one hand and about patients’ condition on the other. Case review thus acknowledged that both aspects are given adequate coverage in the information seeking literature though overwhelming emphasis has been placed on how health care providers learn about different medical aspects such as treatment, modalities, procedures, equipment, and medication. Interest may also centre on medical knowledge and education, including patients’ management, information needs, sources, and channels.

Taylor’s (1991) seminal work proposes that the information use environment of practicing physicians poses a set of information concerns emphasizing the practice of medicine rather than that of medical research. Similarly, if the physician ‘is affiliated with an organization such as a hospital, the relationships are not those to be found in the usual bureaucratic organization’ (Taylor, 1991, p. 243-244). Physicians’ professional information is heavily patient-oriented, and physicians have as their primary concern the well-being of patients. Taylor’s analysis of physicians’ information use environments in early 1990’s exhibits challenging work setting with a variety of medical situations, which demand exercising medical judgment and making decisions often without possibility to rely on external information sources. In sum, Taylor’s information use environment is useful for understanding physicians’ information practices as it allows for a holistic analysis of specific professional contexts.

Perley combines the above results by stating that physicians’ information practices consist of both formal and informal aspects (Perley, 2006). Thus, information seeking in patient care ought to address except for descriptive medical knowledge (e.g., textbooks and journals), also a variety of interpersonal processes across complex medical situations (e.g., confirmation, explanation, analysis, synthesis, and ultimate judgment) (cf. Bennett et al., 2004; Gruppen, 1990; Forsythe et al., 1992; Gorman, 1995). There are studies that indicate that physicians rely in much of their professional information on consultations with colleagues and other human sources, rather than medical literature (Gruppen, 1990; Leckie et al., 1996; Perley, 2006; Davis et al., 1995). Osheroff and colleagues (1991) concluded – again in early 1990s – that about half of the information that physicians need to treat a patient is available in the medical record, and that the remaining needs are evenly satisfied either with medical literature, or a synthetization of the patient’s symptom descriptions and the physician’s medical knowledge. A related finding is that physicians often develop confidence in their knowledge after treating just a few cases, suggesting the significance of experience for information seeking in patient care (Case, 2002, p. 247).

Physicians’ information seeking also includes viewing experienced peers as ‘opinion leaders’ and 'educationally influential' colleagues as part of workplace learning (Gruppen, 1990, p. 169; Davis et al., 1995; Urquhart 1998). This relates to information sharing during different consultations, especially the one described as curbside consultation (Perley, 2006, p. 138). This form of consultation
entails 'the joint knowledge about a patient case by physicians sharing their expert knowledge, guided
by similar sets of assumptions about how medicine is done in a particular community' (Perley, 2006,
p. 142). Curbside consultations are collaborative activities that enable the physicians to arrive at a
consensus on patient management, to facilitate mentoring and to sustain collegiality. Case’s (2002, p.
244) review affirms the above picture where relatively little use is made of either the library or
Internet sources in situ patient care.

To complement the above findings carried out in Western countries, some research on physicians’
information practices have been conducted in African developing countries. Isah and Byström (2016)
used activity theory to investigate physicians’ access to information through used sources and applied
strategies. They found that physicians were constantly engaged in a wide array of work activities of
which patient care is one, and that they were continually constructing information while engaged in
work activities. Earlier on, Isah (2012) used activity theory and situated learning theories to explore
physicians’ information practices in work context. She concluded that work activity was a major
influencing factor for physicians’ information practices legitimating and determining many of the
various information-related activities and strategies.

In sum, a focus on physicians’ workplace activity appears as significant for understanding physicians’
information practices. The patients are both the main concern for physicians and their central source
of information. This seems as a universal stance for the profession of physicians.

Method

A qualitative, interpretative approach inspired by cultural historical activity theory (e.g., Engeström,
1987; see also Wilson, 2006) was chosen as the methodological vantage point. In the present analysis
we utilise the main elements of the concept of activity system, which characterise work in situ. The
elements include subjects, objects, goals, the wider community, tools, and division of labour, rules
and norms. An elaboration of connections between elements in a specific activity affords 'insight into
the sequential process of information seeking and its underlying tools, within context' (Allen,
Karanasios and Slavova, 2011, p. 781). Apart from the activity system, activity theory also includes a
hierarchical structure of activities, actions and operations (Leont’ev,1978; 1981; see also Wilson,
2006). The levels are bound up to motive, goal and conditions, respectively. Activities consist of
series of conscious goal-directed actions or chains of actions that people undertake as members of a
practice (Kuutti, 1996; Wells, 1999). Actions in turn are conscious doings subordinated towards
activities, and also energized by their motives. The analytical level of actions describes what must be
done or what result should be achieved to accomplish a goal, and the very familiar ones can collapse
into routinized, subconscious operations (Kuutti, 1996, p. 31; Leont’ev, 1978, p. 65). Activities and
actions are goal-oriented and a particular action can be part of different activities, or move from one
activity to another. Operations are characterized by the unfolding of situations or events, though when
conditions change an operation can unfold back into an action. Wilson (2006) suggests that these fine-
grained distinctions are pertinent to the research field of information behaviour. The distinctions of
actions and operations are blurred, based on the degree to which they involve conscious attention
(Wells, 1999), which makes them sensitive to individual differences. The boundaries between
activities and actions/operations are also blurred. The constituents of activities are fluid: as conditions
change, the status of the different levels of the activity hierarchy may change. This fluidity allows the
activity model to account for complex processes of real life.
Data-collection and analysis methods

Our research design was based on interpretative case study method (Yin, 2014) and a bricolage approach suggested by Denzin and Lincoln (2000). We used multiple, qualitative data-collection methods to ensure both breadth and detail. The main methods were nonparticipant observation and interviewing. These were complemented with limited participatory observations consisting of informal and unplanned conversations during the observation period. Observation of the team of physicians with patients in situ was used to capture and identify information-related activities from a first-order perspective of the team’s lived-in-world experiences (cf. Patton, 2002). Prolonged stays at the research setting enabled in-depth gathering of research data as well as initial comprehension of physicians’ information practices. The observations continued until empirical saturation was achieved, that is 'when the generic features of new findings consistently replicate earlier ones' (Alder and Alder, 1998, p. 87). In total, observations went on (nearly) daily for four months. During the same period, we carried out fifteen semi-structured interviews with the physicians. We selected information rich participants through purposeful and opportunistic sampling (cf. Patton, 2002). Interviews were carried out face-to-face and the semi-structured interview guide concentrated on issues related to information acquisition and use, work activities and social interactions. The interviews resulted in a total of 1,407 minutes of recorded material, all of which was transcribed.

The data were analysed manually with iterative, qualitative coding technique to identify patterns and themes within the data. The process, which was both inductive and deductive (cf. Patton, 2002) consisted of three 'passes': open coding, axial coding and selective coding (Strauss, 1987; Neuman, 2006). The open coding was used for organizing a selected part of the data into themes and files for (re)reading, locating themes and assigning initial codes on the field notes and transcripts. The axial coding targeted on identifying theme clusters in order to organize the material further either into broader themes or into narrower sub-themes. Finally, the selective coding was used to work through the established bank of themes. The present analysis focuses on a thematically relevant subset of the entire data (cf. Isah, 2012). Criteria for evaluating the trustworthiness of the analysis were credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Credibility and confirmability were attained by multiple methods that ensured cross-checking within different data points, transferability by relying on the conceptual framework of activity theory and the thick narrative, while dependability was attained by in-depth coverage of the object of study.

In the following presentation of findings, the participants are characterized either by their professional nomenclature or by their membership in the team as core or peripheral members in order to maintain confidentiality. There were five core members (two Consultants and three Senior Registrars) and ten peripheral members (four Registrars and six House Officers). This level of identification was found sufficient for the analysis of the empirical data and is in accordance with the confidentiality agreement with the team. All focus is on the team members, and patient’s anonymity was guaranteed by references only to the disease condition. This may prompt an occasional impression of objectification of patients and their passivity in the study, but this approach was adopted to ensure the protection of the patient identities and integrity. All participants interviewed and under research observation received a letter of consent and were informed about it prior the study. The study received the mandatory ethics approval from the Ethics and Research Committee of the university teaching hospital in question. More detailed description about methods is given in Isah and Byström (2016) and Isah (2012).
Findings

To understand physicians’ information practices, we needed to recognize the characteristics of patient care as a work activity. Concerning our empirical case, the main goals for the team were to provide: optimal therapeutic care for patients, effective treatment of patients with adverse drug reactions, and training medical students in clinical skills and competencies. These goals formulate the central motivation for the activity system in focus. Typical patient cases included systemic diseases such as diabetes, various forms of cardiovascular disease, geriatrics (elderly), retroviral diseases, as well as cases of drug reactions and allergies.

From the activity theoretical perspective, an activity is a form of doing directed towards an object (e.g., Kuutti, 1996, p. 27). In this study, the patient makes the object and provides the motivation for activity. Engeström (1990, p. 109) describes a patient as 'the initial carrier and embodiment of the object, in whatever way the object is subsequently delineated and conceptualized'. Patients were viewed in two ways in our data. Firstly, the patient was seen as the raw material and the ‘problem space’ (Engeström, 1990) to which clinical activities were fixed. Engeström (1990) explains this view on a patient as a 'perceptual-concrete', an immediate appearance of the object that is transformed during the medical encounters into a pattern of clinical activities. Secondly, the patient was seen as a valuable information source for accomplishing the goal of the activity. Thus, the view on patients in the present study complies clearly with that of prior research.

The object is interconnected to the other elements of the activity system, including subjects, tools, rules, community and division of labour (e.g., Engeström, 1999). In this study, the team of physicians who carry out the work represent the subject of activity. To accomplish the goal of restoring patients’ health to normalcy, the division of labour was structured around a participatory management of the patient, where ‘everybody knows what to do at what point in time’ (Consultant). Moreover, the team is connected to other units/departments that represent the wider community in the teaching hospital. Thus, following Engeström (1987), we see patient care as an activity system embedded in a web of many systems. All activity systems are connected through formal regulations (explicit rules such as the national Code of Medical Ethics and general medical knowledge) and informal conventions (implicit norms governing the practices of the team). These regulations and conventions give coherence to the collective activities of the team.

The observations revealed that there were many material tools in use for collecting information, and that these enacted interactions between the team members as well as between the team members and patients. It became apparent from the onset of our study that the material tools were crucial element in patient care. Thus, sphygmomanometer, acoustic stethoscope, wrist watch calibrated thermometer, glucometer, ophthalmoscope, patellar hammer, cotton wool, ruler, weighing scale, tapes, and markers were omnipresent in the interactions. Except for material tools, specialized language was recognized as a significant repository of tokens that enabled establishing and maintaining the intersubjective setting. From the activity theoretical perspective, these material and immaterial tools are necessary for engaging in work activity as they mediate between the subject and the object of activity.

In order to further understand physicians’ information practices we analysed a series of synchronous and asynchronous activities of patient care (such as diagnosing, therapeutic, monitoring and follow-up, and discharging activities) in different locations (such as in consultants’ clinics, onward rounds, on morning reviews, in the emergency unit, and in clinical meetings). Moreover, the activities involved in patient care depict an elaborated academic hierarchy to organize the responsibilities in patient care as well as in learning in the teaching hospital. From our empirical data, typical information-related
activities (i.e. the level of actions and operations in activity theory terms) were of two kinds. There were bodily actions/operations, such as observations, demonstrations, and feelings and sensations. There were also lingual actions/operations, such as discussions, direct questioning, instructions, and listening. It is at the level of actions and operations that we gain specific understanding about different information-related activities (cf. Wilson, 2006), and thus it is them we address below to illustrate information practices in patient care.

**Information practices**

Data analysis demonstrates a set of information-related activities that forms a core in information practices of patient care. They fall into analytical level of actions and operations, and concentrate on meeting informational goals in patient care. By addressing actions and operations in this manner they result in collated, recurrent instances of an information practice.

During the initial contact with the patient, two kinds of information-related activities emerge as part of a general examination; information gathering through history taking and physical examination. Both of them are carried out in a stepwise manner to obtain information in order to reach a diagnosis and initiate treatment.

**History taking**

History taking entails a fairly structured process of dialogic interactions by either closed or open-ended questions (called clerkship). It takes place at different locations such as in consultants’ clinics, on ward rounds and in emergency units. It allows the physicians to obtain information on demographic details, on previous complaints and symptoms alongside with other information deemed useful for treatment decisions. We could also extrapolate of the data that social positioning in the team hierarchy guided the history-taking procedure as the treatment of the patient progressed; the essence being to enhance collegial agreement on treatment decisions. The team members, either individually or collectively, participated in the history-taking, although guided by the division of labour in the team; and each participating team member was well aware his or her role. Contact with a patient is initiated by peripheral members (the 'novice' members of the team: Registrars and House Officers). They focus on organizing occurrences and discrepancies related to the patient’s ailment and surrounding conditions. Here, the questions are more direct, more focused and more goal-oriented. History taking by core members (the most experienced members of the team: Senior Registrars and Consultants) was more often done for the purposes of assessing, reviewing and synthesizing the previously obtained information.

**Physical examination**

This is an information-related activity that proffers insights into how specific organs of a body function: ‘we can never tell what the patient’s problem is by just looking at the symptoms’ (Registrar). This action usually followed history taking; taking likewise place in different locations—in consultants’ clinics, onward rounds, in emergency units. And like for history taking, physical examinations appeared to depend on the social positioning in the team. The peripheral members examined patients under supervision of Registrars, while the core members’ examinations assumed even a learning perspective. The core members used physical examinations to control the peripheral members’ use of appropriate techniques. Experience accounted for how physical examinations were undertaken; one of the Consultants claimed that he did not have to be in close proximity to a patient
as his physical examination began ‘from the moment the patient is within my view’ (Consultant). The role of the core members was to identify gaps and areas of controversy in the findings and observations made by the peripheral members; thus, they ‘try to add flesh to the findings of our younger colleagues’ (Senior Registrar).

Medical investigation

Systemic examination of the body is an information-related activity with focus on gaining information about systems or specific organs of the body: heart, lungs, nerves, reflexes, muscles, abdomen etc. Medical investigation differs from physical one as it normally utilizes medical analysis instruments, as for instance ‘an electrocardiogram test done for suspected cases of heart disease or failure’ (House Officer) and an 'endoscopy test... for a patient who has an upper gastro-intestinal bleeding'. Investigations encountered during data collection included: chest x-rays, abdominal ultra-scans, and magnetic resonance imagining scans. Investigations were actions that were shared with other activity systems, e.g., laboratory tests as part of activity system of laboratory testing. In our material, investigations were carried out for confirming/refuting presumptive diagnoses or for monitoring the patients’ progression. There were simple medical procedures that were carried out at the patient’s bedside (e.g., urinary test and the random assessment of blood glucose levels). The more advanced type of medical procedure involved laboratories outside the patient care unit (e.g., x-ray at the radiographic unit). Investigations involved actively seeking or scanning for information towards specific goals, 'you see a patient who is pale, and you do a hematocrit' (House Officer). Sometimes investigations were necessary in order to confirm or refute diagnoses 'knowing how a patient’s kidney is functioning by testing for the electrolytes, urea and creatinine (House Officer). Investigations were a result of history-taking and physical examination, or they followed-up on earlier investigations to reflect the progression of the patient’s condition. Like the above, the physicians’ involvement investigations depended on their role in the team. For example, the role of a House Officer was limited to the administrative execution of decisions taken by the Registrars and core members, while the role of the core members (i.e. Senior Registrars and Consultants) entailed endorsing, making decisions and ordering for further tests.

Interpretation

Interpretation was an information-related activity where expertise and experience played a central role, and was thus clearly connected to team members’ social positioning. For example, a House Officer takes the data to the Registrars and core members for analysis.

you see the opinions, the views expressed by other team members... you make references to other materials... you look at the evidence, you look at the trails, and you look at the rationality of the drugs…then you act as a facilitator and strike a consensus (Consultant).

In our data, as well as in the previous research, the case presentations appear as a central information-related activity for medical settings (cf. Hunter, 1996, p. 56). A case presentation is a standard form to account for caregivers’ medical encounters with a patient. Their aim is to inform others about a patient’s medical condition, to allow them to contribute by providing feedback, and also to control that established protocols are appropriately followed. Case presentations were a sort of typified demonstrations of ‘clerkship’ to summarise a patient case for others on ward rounds, on morning reviews, in clinical meetings and in emergency units:
I would look out to see that the fellow who is presenting the case has a message to deliver, that he presents it with all confidence, good flow; a proper delivery of the case (Consultant).

and then gives an adequate review of that case... delivering a message so that at the end of the day, there is a take-home message from the case that was presented (Consultant).

As the previously analysed information-related activities, case presentations were also sensitive for the social positioning of the team members. Here the educational purpose of case presentations becomes discernible: peripheral members of the team were expected to augment their information-gathering skills in/for case presentations, while the core members used them to evaluate the progress of their novice peers in medical practice ‘to see to what extent our junior colleagues have developed in the training’ (Senior Registrar).

Reading case notes

This information-related activity consists of intermittently and sequentially turning to, flipping, and (re) reading through patients’ case notes. Reading case notes was an omnipresent activity among our participants that took place in consultants’ clinic, onward rounds and in emergency units, at any time a patient was attended to. Case notes reveal the medical trajectory of each patient’s care, and reading them was necessary in order ‘…to see what has been done for this patient’ (House Officer) and ‘…to know what other involved in managing the patient have done’ (Registrar). Even reading case notes depended on the social positioning of team members. For the peripheral members, reading was done to view and keep track of the patient’s health trajectory, but also for learning:

Reading provides such information that will solve the problem now, and when you read case notes, you become familiar with the problems that were at hand during the encounter and the solutions that were provided (House Officer).

Thus, the peripheral members believed that reading helps them to subsequently manage other patients with similar problems better ‘because you are afresh with the data’ (House Officer). The core members read case notes to make references to salient points in the documentation: ‘look at the patient’s state, new treatment, is my diagnosis correct? Am I giving the wrong or the right treatment; am I on a right course with the patient?’ (Consultant). The core members saw this reading also as a tool of control: ‘I want to know whether the instructions in the case notes have been carried out in the way they should be’ (Senior Registrar). Furthermore, reading case notes acknowledged the activities of members of the wider community, particularly the nurses’ contributions to patient care. We noticed that in any medical record, there were normally two folders: the first folder contained the case notes which were prerogative of the team members as physicians, while the second folder comprised of addenda such as the nursing process chart and drug chart maintained by the nurses:

unless I look into the nurses’ process chart for example, I am not able to know what the pattern of the patient’s temperature yesterday was like, and what the fluid intake-output was like. (Consultant)

Documentation into case notes

Next to reading, documentation into case notes was a significant and omnipresent information-related activity; it entailed the actual writing of the details on a patient’s health trajectory and events
surrounding it into the case notes. This documentation took place in consultant clinics, on ward rounds, and in emergency units. The aim was to capture a clinical encounter in writing as 'the faintest text tends to be better than the best memory' (House Officer). The team members were required to document any interaction with patients: 'Every time we see a patient, we document both the subjective assessment and objective analysis' (House Officer). Documentation into case notes assumed a standard format and its evidential status: 'that which was not documented was not done, if it is not written, it wasn’t said' (House Officer). To enhance efficiency of the team, social positioning was utilized in documentation: a core member dictated and a peripheral member wrote down. In the absence of core members the most experienced member dictated and a member less advanced in the medical training wrote down.

In sum, all identified information-related activities above mirror how information is used in health care in order to facilitate patient treatment and often even workplace learning. As good as all information, at least all information that was considered as relevant and plausible to make some kind of difference in present or future treatment, was compiled into the case notes. These provided a 'big picture' of each patient’s health condition. Case notes were then consulted intermittently for various purposes: preliminary diagnosis, differential diagnosis, investigative test results, therapeutic management, follow-up and decision-making. Moreover, case notes were consulted for learning purposes 'we use information in case notes to teach our junior colleagues' (Senior Registrar). The team members use of information was influenced by their social positioning in the team that was based on a role hierarchy of cadres and denoting on expertise; 'information obtained is put up the ladder to be scrutinized by different cadres to ensure that they are factual and also that the level of competence is acceptable' (Consultant). The core members were deemed more knowledgeable, and 'their decisions superseded that of Registrars and House Officers' (Registrar).

**Discussion**

We have applied activity theory to study information-related activities by a team of physicians in a teaching hospital. We confirm the suitability of activity theory to understand information-related activities (cf. Wilson, 2006) through studying 'concrete activities on an empirical level by making activities the subject of our investigations' (Fichtner, 1999, p. 51). Activity theory was clearly helpful to determine 'a meaningful context of subject’s interaction with the world including the social context' (Kaptelin and Nardi, 2006, p.34), and it facilitated a detailed analysis of the connections between different elements of the activity system. In our case the activity system in focus was patient care, where the subject of activity, i.e. the team of physicians acting on patients as the object of activity within the wider community of the teaching hospital. From the activity theoretical viewpoint, information originates in the development of the work, where information-related activities constitute dynamic social practices (in addition to strictly medical practices) in which physicians participate indifferent encounters of patient care. Such practices included in the present study were diagnosing, therapeutic activities, monitoring, follow-up and discharging activities; all of them being embedded in the activity system of patient care, and all of them mediating and framing relationships among subjects, and between the subjects and other elements of the activity system.

The specific formats of doing – activities, actions and operations – are seen as central to development of information practices. In the above analysis, information practices are focussed upon the level of collated actions/operations. These were enabled and sustained through the use of various, medically purposeful artefacts, such as medical language, instruments and documentation aids. The seven identified information-related activities show how information practices emanate from and enable patient care as a work activity for physicians. These information practices depicted actions that are
specific to medical professional practice and included: documenting into case notes, reading case notes, and interpreting medical data/symptoms, history taking, physical examination and medical investigation. This could be an indication that information practices were enacted and wielded by subject of activity with specialized medical knowledge.

Social positioning based on physicians’ expertise in their team was a substantial parameter in determining how information-related activities played out. The team members belonged to different cadres depending on their qualifications, sub-specialist experiences, and rank within the medical hierarchy. Participation in work activities implied that members in the different levels or cadres were either learners or experts, and their roles in these activities were significant to understanding their information practices (cf. Leckie et al., 1996). For example, the peripheral group comprising of Registrars and House Officers were the first point of contact with a patient and responsible for much of the initial, basic gathering of information. The core member’s (Senior Registrars and Consultants) responsibilities subsumed specification, analytical and quality controlling aspects of information usage. The core members’ ways of handling information facilitated the enculturation of the peripheral members by defining boundaries and maintaining conformity to the rules and norms of medical practice in the team’s work activity (cf. Lave and Wenger, 1991). In the midst of these connections were the objects of the activity, patients. The patients were significant because they, albeit not deliberately, determined when and how physicians engaged in the information-related activities. They also framed what information was enacted, used, and documented, as well as when the wider community, members of other units/departments in the teaching hospital, was to be involved. Connections with the wider community illustrate interactions towards the society at large and share concerns for the same object (Engeström, 1987). Moreover, the team’s work activity entailed both individual and collective actions, or rather the individual actions fused into the collective mode of activity that ensured cohesion within the team. The collectiveness anchored the information-related activities that physicians were engaged in through time and space. The importance of this anchoring was demonstrated through the extensive discussions, direct feedback, and explicit striving for consensus among the team.

In this study, we have emphasised the collective aspects, the sociality of information-related activities in patient care. We see this as a complement on previous research on physicians’ information seeking and use, which has largely been oriented onto individual physicians’ information seeking habits (cf. Case, 2012). Our findings supplement the empirical research repository on physicians’ information-related activities, as well as our theoretical framework provides an enrichment to understand and explain them. Moreover, research in developing countries generally adheres to standardized quantitative research methods, which makes the present one to stand as an alternative and complementary research direction.
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